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A scathing indictment of sex, or 
the lack of it today, � nding true 
love in a post-truth world and 

exploring virtual companionship in 
the not-so-distant future—three of 
2019’s headlining authors imagine 

sex, love and friendship in an 
exclusive series of personal essays, 

some dystopic, some hopeful

LOVE,
SEX AND 

 CHATBOTS 

O R I G I N A L S

 Has porn redefi ned sex? Is the future of 
arousal more political than pleasurable? 

Is this the beginning of the sexless age of 
refl exivity? Author Aatish Taseer casts a 

sceptical gaze at what lies ahead for sex in 
the age of insta-everything  

WICKED GAMES

In New York the other day, I met a millennial—rich, hand-
some and talented—who said what many of us, a little older, 
already suspected and feared: “We’re not really that into sex.” 
The millennials, he added, were, however, into porn. It was 
their teacher and the shaping force of their tastes, which were 
now all visual. For someone as myself, born on the cusp of that 
hallowed ground that is Millenia—1980—it was a sharp reali-
sation that touch, unless one was speaking of screens, was 
dead. “With my generation,” said the handsome millennial, 
laughing mirthlessly, “you’ll fi nd people who’ve moved onto 
choking even before they’ve learned to kiss.” 

The future of sex, if the present is anything to go by, is bleak. 
“…the commodifi cation of sex through apps and toys and play 

parties,” writes Lauren Oyler in the London Review Of Books, 
“has sterilised what was once appealingly dirty; just as being 
constantly advertised to no longer enrages, sex no longer regis-
ters as sexy.” She adds, “Sex has become so common that it’s 
boring, the act itself almost beside the point, which may be a 
reason young people are reported to be having less of it.” 

RISKY BUSINESS  
Sex can be a dangerous business these days. “The only way 
I’m having sex again,” a photographer friend said to me the 
other day, as #MeToo swept through the media landscape, 
“is if her lawyer meets mine.” Sex, in an age of overexpo-
sure, feels banal; it has always come alongside the risk of 
disease; and, now, in our self-referential time, there is a 
strange new impediment: sex, on its own, two people thrash-
ing about in a bed, feels unreal. Just as with those experi-
ences that did not happen unless we grammed them, sex, 
without a framing device, a fourth wall, is even harder to 
enter into. That act of bearing witness is essential to arousal 
in a time that feels authorless. One does not so much want 
to have sex as one wants to look in on oneself having sex. It 
is why even porn stars now fi lm themselves having sex. It is 
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